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Can wedding guests go up to the bar and order their drinks? 

Yes, guests can also mingle with alcohol while standing for pre-wedding 
drinks. 

What is the maximum number of people allowed at a wedding?  

A maximum of up to 100 people can attend wedding ceremonies that are 
conducted under a COVID Safe Plan regardless of the size of the venue. 

How many people can dance at a wedding? 

Up to 40 people at a time can dance at a wedding held under a COVID Safe 
Plan or Checklist 

What is the max number of guests per table? 

10  

Can family members that don’t live in the same household sit next to 
each other at a table? 

Yes, but social distancing must be enforced.  

Can coffee cups be put on each table? Can staff fill up coffee and tea at 
the table? Can they have jugs of milk for tea and coffee on the table? 

Yes.  

Can jugs of soft drink, beer wine be placed on the table or must it be in 
bottle or cans? 

Single serve options are recommended preferable, but shared options are 
allowed.  Communal options such as punch bowls are not permitted. 

Can platters, grazing plates, cheese plates and salads be placed on each 
individual table EG: table of eight might have two platters on it and does 
each guest need their own serving tongs? 

Yes, individual serving utensils are encouraged but not mandatory.  



 

 

Can a caterer do a BBQ if they have a perspex screen to protect the food 
and serve on individual plates? Can people come up to get served the BBQ 
one table at a time then go back and sit down or should it only be table 
service? 

Yes.  

Can a caterer drop off food at an event without a covid safe plan?  

Yes 

Do these rules in the CovidSafe Plan apply for wedding and any events 
held on private property? Who would be policing these private events, 
and would they be allowed onto someone’s private property to check 
they are following the rules?          

Yes, it would be up to whoever is ‘running’ the function – however please note 
that functions at a private residence carry smaller guest limits to those booked 
in for-hire venues.  

 

 


